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Abstract: Fullerenes (C60, C70) detected in planetary nebulae and carbonaceous chondrites have 

been implicated to play a key role in the astrochemical evolution of the interstellar medium. 

However, the formation mechanism of even their simplest molecular building block — the 

corannulene molecule (C20H10) — has remained elusive. Here we demonstrate via a combined 

molecular beams and ab initio investigation that corannulene can be synthesized in the gas phase 

through the reactions of 7-fluoranthenyl (C16H9
•) and benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl (C18H9

•) 

radicals with acetylene (C2H2) mimicking conditions in carbon-rich circumstellar envelopes. 

This reaction sequence reveals a reaction class in which a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 

(PAH) radical undergoes ring expansion while simultaneously forming an out-of-plane carbon 

backbone central to 3D nanostructures such as buckybowls and buckyballs. These fundamental 

reaction mechanisms are critical in facilitating an intimate understanding of the origin and 

evolution of the molecular universe and, in particular, of carbon in our galaxy.

Corannulene can be formed through molecular mass growth processes in circumstellar 
envelopes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

For more than half a century, carbon-rich Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars such as 

IRC +10216 (CW Leonis)1 and their descendants, planetary nebulae (PNe) like NGC 7293 

(Helix Nebula),2 have emerged as natural laboratories for developing our fundamental understan-

ding of the chemical evolution of carbon-rich circumstellar envelopes (CSE).3, 4 The ejection of 

carbonaceous matter at a level of some 10–5 solar masses per year causes the formation of 

extended envelopes at temperatures of a few 1,000 K close to the central star5 and drive the 

(photochemical) synthesis of hydrogen-deficient molecules like fullerenes (C60, C70).6 A 

fullerene is an allotrope of carbon whose carbon atoms are arranged via fused rings of five and 

six atoms to form a hollow, soccer-ball (C60) or ellipsoid, rugby-ball type sphere (C70) (Scheme 

1).7 These circumstellar molecules act as the molecular feedstock for carbonaceous nanoparticles 

(interstellar grains),8 which in turn have been suggested to be linked to the formation of astrobio-

logically relevant organics (amino acids, sugars) on their ice coated surfaces through processing 

by ionizing radiation.9 Carbonaceous organics also contribute critically to the galactic carbon 

budget with up to 80% of the ejected material infused into the interstellar medium.6, 10 However, 

with nearly 100 molecules detected in carbon-rich circumstellar environments, the fundamental 

processes involved in synthesizing the chemically most intriguing class of carbonaceous mole-

cules - fullerenes11-14 remain poorly explored. These pathways are critical to an understanding at 

the molecular level on how circumstellar envelopes — among them TC 1 as the planetary nebula 

toward which Buckminsterfullerene (C60) was first observed via the 7.0, 8.5, 17.4, and 19.0 µm 

emissions11 — evolve thus constraining the chemistry and the distribution of carbon in our 

galaxy.7, 12, 15-19

In circumstellar envelopes, sophisticated bottom-up and top-down strategies have been 

advocated to synthesize fullerenes. Generic molecular mass growth processes incorporating often 

unsubstantiated gas-phase chemistries are implicated in the bottom-up synthesis from simple 

molecular building blocks involving a self-assembly of atomic carbon and dicarbon20-22 and 

photochemical processing along with dehydrogenation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 

(PAHs) such as naphthalene in conjunction with nucleation of the C10 fragments.23, 24 The top-

down strategy favors an ultraviolet photo processing of complex PAHs such as C66H20
24-27 or 

hydrogenated amorphous carbon particles near the central star.28 These pathways likely involve 

graphene sheets, which have been suggested to be converted to fullerenes through atomic carbon 
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loss accompanied by formation of five-membered rings as a prerequisite to out-of-plane bent 

carbon sheets. In the laboratory, solid state routes revealed the conversion of graphene to 

buckminsterfullerene (C60) by energetic electrons29 and heating of proxies of circumstellar 

silicon carbide nanoparticles to 1,300 K while exposing the samples to 150 keV xenon ions.30 

These pathways complement synthetic routes involving targeted organic precursors with 

predominantly existing carbon connections via flash pyrolysis of, e.g., C60H27Cl3,31-35 laser-

assisted cyclodehydrogenation of C60H30,35 and platinum-catalyzed cyclodehydrogenation of 

precursors with prevailing fullerene-type carbon skeletons such as C57H33N3 and C60H30.26, 36

It is remarkable that both the bottom-up and top-down strategies to fullerenes have faced 

limited efficiencies under conditions prevailing in circumstellar envelopes25 with observed 

abundances challenging high-temperature circumstellar reaction networks derived from the che-

mistry of sooty environments in hydrocarbon flames.37 The impending involvement of PAHs 

within the framework of a bottom-up38, 39 and top-down27 synthesis of circumstellar fullerenes 

advocates a promising link between PAHs and fullerenes considering that these are known to 

coexist towards, e.g., TC 1.11 However, despite this possible connection between fullerenes and 

PAHs, even the synthetic routes to ‘bent’ PAHs such as corannulene (C20H10) in carbon rich 

circumstellar envelopes are still unknown. The carbon skeleton of corannulene — the simplest 

representative of a circulene in which a central polygon is surrounded by and fused with benzene 

rings — represents the fundamental molecular building block of fullerenes and hence may 

signify an essential reaction intermediate in the molecular mass growth processes leading 

ultimately to fullerenes. This hypothesis requires the untangling of the elusive synthetic 

pathways to viable PAH precursors carrying an out-of-plane carbon backbone as a critical 

prerequisite of yielding fullerenes: corannulene (C20H10) (Scheme 1). 

Here, we present a combined molecular beam and high-level ab initio investigation on the 

facile gas phase synthesis of corannulene (C20H10) in high temperature environments mimicking 

the conditions in carbon-rich circumstellar envelopes. The Hydrogen-Abstraction/aCetylene-

Addition (HACA) and Hydrogen-Abstraction/Vinylacetylene-Addition (HAVA) mechanisms 

have been instrumental in elucidating the synthetic routes to the formation of planar PAHs 

carrying up to four fused benzene rings like triphenylene (C18H12),40 but their validity to 

synthesize out-of-plane PAHs carrying a five-membered ring as present in corannulene (C20H10) 

has not been explored yet. Here, the gas phase synthesis of corannulene (C20H10) reveals 
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previously elusive chemistries of the 7-fluoranthenyl (C16H9
•) and benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl 

(C18H9
•) radicals with acetylene (C2H2) involving the HACA mechanism41 via benzo[ghi] 

fluoranthene (C18H10) intermediates through sequential bay closures accompanied by aromati-

zation and out-of-plane bending of the carbon skeleton (Scheme 2). Corannulene represents a 

viable prototype intermediate and critical building block in bottom-up molecular mass growth 

processes from PAHs to Buckminsterfullerene (C60) thus bringing us closer to an understanding 

of the carbon budget in our galaxy and the fundamental molecular processes of synthesizing 

fullerenes in circumstellar environments. Detailed experimental method and synthesis processes 

are provided in Supplementary Information (Supplementary Notes 1 and 2, Supplementary 

Schemes 1 and 2; Supplementary Figures 1–7). Briefly, a high temperature chemical reactor was 

used to investigate the reactions of the 7-fluoranthenyl (C16H9
•) radical — generated in situ from 

1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene (C16H10Br2) — with acetylene to benzo[ghi]fluoranthene 

(C18H10) and of the benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl radical (C18H9
•) — formed in situ from 

benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10) — with a second acetylene molecule to corannulene (C20H10) at 

1450 ± 10 K (Scheme 2). This reactor consists of a heated silicon carbide (SiC) tube and is 

incorporated within the source chamber of a molecular beam machine equipped with a Wiley–

McLaren reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Re-TOF-MS). The reaction intermediates 

and products were probed isomer specifically through fragment-free photoionization in a 

molecular beam by tunable vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light in tandem with the identification of 

the ionized molecules in a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer. Mass spectra were 

collected by recording the arrival time of the ions as a function of mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were carried out at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at the Chemical 

Dynamics Beamline (9.0.2.) utilizing a chemical reactor.42-51 Briefly, the high temperature 

chemical reactor consisted of a resistively heated silicon carbide (SiC) tube of 20 mm in length 

and 1 mm inner diameter. In the experiment, the 7-fluoranthenyl radicals (C16H9
•) were produced 

in situ at concentrations of less than 0.1 % via pyrolysis of the 1-(2,6-dibromo-

phenyl)naphthalene (C16H10Br2) seeded in acetylene (99.9 %; Matheson Gas) carrier gas at a 

pressure of 100 Torr (Supplementary Figure 4). Acetone traces in acetylene were removed by 

passing the acetylene gas in a cooling coil cooled through dry ice. The acetylene–1-(2,6-
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dibromophenyl)naphthalene gas mixture was introduced into the silicon carbide tube (“pyrolytic 

reactor”) at the temperature of 1450 ± 10 K as monitored by a Type-C thermocouple. After 

exiting the reactor, the molecular beam, which contained the reaction products, passed through a 

skimmer and entered into a detection chamber, which housed the Wiley-McLaren Reflectron 

Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (ReTOF-MS). The products were photoionized in the 

extraction region of the spectrometer and detected with a microchannel plate (MCP) detector. 

Vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) single photon ionization represents essentially a fragment-free 

ionization technique.52 Here, mass spectra were taken in 0.05 eV intervals from 7.40 eV to 10.00 

eV. The photoionization efficiency (PIE) curves, which report the intensity of a specific mass-to-

charge ratio (m/z) versus the photon energy, were extracted by integrating the signal collected at 

a well-defined m/z selected for the species of interest over the range of photon energies and 

normalized to the incident photon flux. The residence times of the reactants in the reactor tube 

(20 mm) under our experimental condition are tens of µs.53-55 A control experiment was also 

conducted by expanding neat helium carrier gas with the 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene 

(C16H10Br2) precursor into the resistively-heated silicon carbide tube. No signal at m/z = 226, 227 

or 250 was observed in the control experiment. 1-(2,6-Dibromophenyl)naphthalene (C16H10Br2) 

was synthesized in house (Supplementary Scheme 1).

3. COMPUTATIONAL 

The calculations of the energies and molecular parameters including geometries, rotational 

constants, and vibrational frequencies of the reactants, possible products, various intermediates 

and transition states for the reactions of 7-fluoranthenyl and benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl radicals 

with acetylene proceeding on the C18H11 and C20H11 potential energy surfaces (PESs), 

respectively, were carried out at the G3(MP2,CC)//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. Within 

this theoretical approach, geometries were optimized and vibrational frequencies were calculated 

using the density functional B3LYP method17,18 with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set. Using the 

optimized geometries, single-point energies were refined using a series of coupled clusters 

CCSD(T) and second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory MP2 calculations, with the final 

energy being computed as

E[G3(MP2,CC)] = E[CCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p)] + E[MP2/G3Large)] – E[MP2/6-

311G(d,p)] + ZPE [B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)]19-21
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The G3(MP2,CC) model chemistry approach normally provides chemical accuracy of 0.01–0.02 

Å for bond lengths, 1–2º for bond angles, and 3–6 kJ mol–1 for relative energies of hydrocarbons, 

their radicals, reaction energies, and barrier heights in terms of average absolute deviations.20 

The adiabatic ionization energies were calculated using the same G3(MP2,CC)//B3LYP/6-

311G(d,p) method with the expected accuracy of 0.1 eV. The GAUSSIAN 0922 and MOLPRO 

201023 program packages were employed for the ab initio calculations. 

Pressure- and temperature-dependent rate constants and product branching ratios for the 

7-fluoranthenyl + C2H2 and benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl + C2H2 were evaluated using the Rice-

Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus Master Equation (RRKM-ME) theoretical approach utilizing the 

MESS software package.24,25 Densities of states and partition functions for local minima and 

numbers of states for transition states were computed within the Rigid-Rotor, Harmonic-

Oscillator (RRHO) model. Tunneling corrections using asymmetric Eckart potentials were 

included in rate constant calculations. We used collision parameters for RRKM-ME calculations 

derived in the literature for systems of similar size; the Lennard-Jones parameters ε and σ for 

hydrocarbons were taken from Wang and Frenklach26 and those for N2 bath gas from 

Vishnyakov et al.27,28 The temperature dependence of the range parameter α for the deactivating 

wing of the energy transfer function was expressed as α(T) = α300(T/300 K)n, with n = 0.62 and 

α300 = 424 cm–1 derived by Jasper from classical trajectory calculations29 and used earlier by us 

in the studies of the reactions of C2H2 addition to various PAH radicals.30-32 The main results of 

the RRKM-ME calculations of the rate constants and product branching ratios are described in 

Supplementary Note 2. The input files for the MESS calculations which including optimized 

Cartesian coordinates, vibrational frequencies, and relative energies of all species involved is 

provided as Supplementary Note 3.

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Figure 1 displays characteristic mass spectra collected at a photoionization energy of 9.50 

eV for the 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene (C16H10Br2) precursor seeded in helium (Figure 

1a) and in acetylene (Figure 1b) at a reactor temperature of 1450 ± 10 K. The 1-(2,6-dibromo-

phenyl)naphthalene — helium system serves as a reference when compared to the 1-(2,6-

dibromophenyl)naphthalene — acetylene system to unambiguously identify the m/z value(s) 

associated with the reaction of the radical intermediates with acetylene (Scheme 2). In the 1-(2,6-
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dibromophenyl)naphthalene — helium system, signal can be observed at m/z = 360, 362, and 

364. These ions can be linked to non-pyrolyzed precursor molecules: C16H10
79Br2 (360 amu), 

C16H10
79Br81Br (362 amu), and C16H10

81Br2 (364 amu). These precursors undergo a single 

carbon-bromine bond rupture yielding the 1-(1-naphthyl)-2-bromophenyl radical (C16H10
79Br•, 

281 amu; C16H10
81Br•, 283 amu). Note that according to our B3LYP/6-311G** calculations, the 

hydrogen bromide (HBr) elimination from 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene is endothermic by 

307 kJ mol-1 compared to 312 kJ mol-1 for the bromine atom loss, but features a barrier of 336 kJ 

mol-1, while the atomic bromine loss occurs without an exit barrier. Thus, the atomic bromine 

elimination is favorable over the molecular hydrogen bromide loss both in terms of enthalpy and 

entropy and hence represents the dominant decomposition channel of the precursor. The 1-(1-

naphthyl)-2-bromophenyl radical then undergoes a cycloaddition accompanied by atomic 

hydrogen loss and aromatization to 7-bromofluoranthene (C16H9
79Br, 280 amu; C16H9

81Br, 282 

amu) (Supplementary Figure 8). The signal at m/z = 280 and 282 is clearly observable in the 1-

(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene–helium reference system and hence can be associated with 7-

bromofluoranthene; smaller signals at a level of about 15 ± 2% are associated to 13CC15H9
79Br 

(281 amu) and 13CC15H9
81Br (283 amu). The in situ formed 7-bromofluoranthene can also 

undergo a carbon–bromine bond rupture yielding the 7-fluoranthenyl radical (C16H9
•, 201 amu) 

which may recombine with a hydrogen atom in the reactor to fluoranthene (C16H10; 202 amu). 

Ion counts at m/z = 202 and 203 can be linked to molecules of the formulae C16H10 (m/z = 202) 

and 13CC15H10 (m/z = 203). The aforementioned ion counts are also observable in the 1-(2,6-

dibromophenyl)naphthalene–acetylene system (Figure 1b) with signal at m/z = 202 and 203 

reduced compared to the 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene–helium system under same 

counting conditions. Instead, ion counts at m/z = 226 and 227 dominate the mass spectrum in the 

1-(2,6-dibromophenyl) naphthalene–acetylene system. Considering the mass difference of 24 

amu to the reduced ion counts at m/z = 202 and 203, signal at m/z = 226 and 227 can be 

connected to the product of the reaction of the 7-fluoranthenyl radical (C16H9
•, 201 amu) with 

acetylene (C2H2, 26 amu) leading to the molecules of the formulae C18H10 (226 amu) and 
13CC17H10 (227 amu). Further molecular mass growth processes are evident from the detection of 

signal at m/z = 250 (C20H10): the C18H10 (226 amu) hydrocarbon could lose a hydrogen atom via 

abstraction by atomic hydrogen and/or bromine in the reactor leading to the C18H9
•
 radical (225 

amu), which reacts with acetylene (C2H2, 26 amu) to a C20H11
• radical intermediate (251 amu) 
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which is then stabilized by hydrogen atom elimination yielding a hydrocarbon with the 

molecular formula C20H10 (250 amu). Signal at m/z = 304 and 306 is observable in the 1-(2,6-

dibromophenyl)-naphthalene–acetylene system, but absent in the control experiment. 

Considering the nearly equal intensities of both peaks and the molecular weights, these ion 

counts can be associated with C18H9
79Br (304 amu) and C18H9

81Br (306 amu) produced via the 

recombination of atomic bromine and the C18H9
•
 radical. To identify the nature of the isomers 

generated in these systems, photoionization efficiency (PIE) curves, which record the intensities 

of an ion at a well-defined mass-to-charge ratio versus the photon energy, were collected 

between 7.5 to 10.0 eV. The experimentally recorded PIE curves are fit with a linear 

combination of known PIE calibration curves of distinct structural isomers to identify which 

molecule(s) is(are) synthesized; the PIE calibration curves recorded in the present setup 

(Supplementary Figure 9).

In both the 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene–helium and 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene–

acetylene systems, the PIE curves of m/z = 360, 362, and 364 are superimposable after scaling 

and reveal an onset of the ion counts at 7.90 ± 0.05 eV. This onset correlates nicely with the 

computed adiabatic ionization energy of 7.85 ± 0.1 eV for the 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene 

precursor (Supplementary Figure 10). Likewise, the PIEs of m/z = 280 to 283 are identical within 

our error limits for both systems. The experimentally determined onsets of the ion counts at 7.90 

± 0.05 eV is in excellent agreement with the adiabatic ionization energy of the 7-

bromofluoranthene molecule (C16H9
79Br, C16H9

81Br) of 7.88 ± 0.1 eV. Finally, the extracted PIE 

curves of m/z = 202 and 203 overlap for both systems after scaling. These graphs can be fit with 

the reference curve of fluoranthene (C16H10; 202 amu) along with its 13C counterpart (Figure 2). 

At both m/z ion counts rise at 7.85 ± 0.05 eV, which correlates with the adiabatic ionization 

energy of fluoranthene from the reference PIE curve (7.85 ± 0.05 eV) and from literature data 

(7.9 ± 0.1 eV).56 The ion counts at m/z = 226 (C18H10), 227 (13CC17H10), and 250 (C20H10) are 

unique to the 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene–acetylene systems and hence are reaction 

products of the radical intermediates with acetylene. The analysis of the PIE curves underlines 

these findings. The PIE curves at m/z = 226 and 227 are superimposable after scaling and can be 

reproduced with a linear combination of reference PIE curves of the 7-ethynylfluoranthene and 

benzo[ghi]fluoranthene molecules; as revealed from the fitting procedure and visualized in 

Figure 2, ion counts from benzo[ghi]fluoranthene clearly dominate at a level of 96.9 ± 1.0 % at 
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10.0 eV. The onsets of the ion counts at 7.85 ± 0.05 eV agree well with the adiabatic ionization 

energy of benzo[ghi]fluoranthene of 7.85 ± 0.05 eV measured in this work (Supplementary 

Figure 9). Having established the predominant contribution of benzo[ghi]fluoranthene as a 

contributor of ion signal at m/z = 226 and 227, we are analyzing the ion counts at m/z = 250. The 

corannulene reference PIE curve correlates well with the experimentally recorded PIE curve of 

m/z = 250 in the 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene–acetylene system. The onsets of the ion 

counts at 7.85 ± 0.05 eV (reference curve) and  7.85 ± 0.05 eV (experimental PIE curve) 

replicate well the adiabatic ionization energy of corannulene of 7.83 ± 0.02 eV,57 respectively. 

Altogether, the experiments propose that in the 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene–acetylene 

system, benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10) and corannulene (C20H10) represent distinct reaction 

products, which are absent in the control experiment when acetylene is absent. On the other 

hand, fluoranthene (C16H10) is formed in both systems suggesting that it is the hydrogen 

recombination product of the reaction of 7-fluoranthenyl radical (C16H9
•) with atomic hydrogen 

in both systems.

Our experimental investigations reveal that corannulene (C20H10, 250 amu) — a prototype 

non-planar PAH and molecular building block of fullerenes — is synthesized via molecular mass 

growth processes involving reactions of the 7-fluoranthenyl radical (C16H9
•, 201 amu) and of the 

benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl radical (C18H9
•, 225 amu) with acetylene (C2H2, 26 amu). To unravel 

the underlying reaction mechanisms, we combined these experimental findings with electronic 

structure calculations (Figure 3). Our computations reveal that molecular mass growth processes 

can account for the formation of benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10) (Figure 3a) and corannulene 

(C20H10) (Figure 3b, Supplementary Figure 11). The 7-fluoranthenyl radical (C16H9
•) can add 

with its radical center to one of the carbon atoms of the acetylene molecule via an entrance 

barrier of 10 kJmol–1 yielding a doublet radical intermediate i1. The latter can ring-close to i4 by 

overcoming a barrier to isomerization of only 66 kJmol–1. This intermediate can eliminate a 

hydrogen atom from the C1 position of the fluoranthene moiety yielding benzo[ghi]fluoranthene 

(C18H10) (p1) via a tight exit transition state in an overall exoergic reaction (–195 kJmol–1). 

Alternatively, in a more energetically favorable pathway, a hydrogen shift from C1 of the 

fluoranthene unit to the terminal carbon atom of the acetylenic side chain can form intermediate 

i2 which subsequently undergoes ring closure to i3. The latter loses atomic hydrogen 

accompanied by aromatization to form the planar, C2v symmetric benzo [ghi]fluoranthene 
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(C18H10). Our computations also propose that 7-ethynylfluoranthene (p2) is formed via hydrogen 

loss from intermediate i1. According to RRKM-Master Equation (RRKM-ME) calculations at 

the conditions inside the chemical reactor, relative yields of p1 and p2 constitute 93% and 7%, 

respectively (Supplemental Note 2, Supplementary Figure 12). 

The mechanism of the transformation from benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10) to corannulene 

(C20H10) mirrors the conversion from fluoranthene (C16H10) to benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10). 

This sequence is initiated by a carbon-hydrogen bond cleavage and hydrogen atom loss from 

benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10) to the benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl radical (C18H9
•). In the 

chemical reactor, this might be induced by hydrogen abstraction, whereas in the circumstellar 

envelope, photolysis may lead to atomic hydrogen elimination. The benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl 

radical (C18H9
•) adds then with its radical center to the acetylenic bond of acetylene passing an 

entrance barrier of 18 kJmol–1 to access a planar, Cs symmetric doublet radical intermediate i5. 

This radical may undergo ring closure and out-of-plane bending to i6 via a barrier of 88 kJmol–1 

followed by hydrogen ejection from the C10 carbon atom through a tight, C1 symmetric 

transition state forming the C5v symmetric corannulene (C20H10, p3) in an overall exoergic 

reaction (–144 kJmol–1). A second, more preferable pathway to corannulene (C20H10) involves a 

hydrogen migration from the C6 atom of the benzo[ghi]fluoranthene moiety to the terminal 

carbon atom of the acetylenic side chain yielding intermediate i7. The latter subsequently can 

isomerize via ring closure and out-of-plane bending to i8, which ejects a hydrogen atom 

accompanied by bay closure and aromatization, yielding eventually corannulene (C20H10, p3). 

Alternatively, i6 can also isomerize to i8 via hydrogen migration from C10 to C1 eventually 

yielding corannulene through atomic hydrogen loss. The computations suggest that 5-

ethynylbenzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C20H10, p4), might be also formed from i5. RRKM-ME calcu-

lated relative yields of p3 and p4 are 73% and 27%, respectively (Supplementary Notes 4 and 5; 

Supplementary Figure 13). It should be highlighted that our experiments reveal branching ratios 

of ion counts; due to the lack of available photoionization cross sections, branching ratios of the 

products cannot be estimated. Nevertheless, both the experiments and computations reveal the 

formation of corannulene; our computations predict that the 5-ethynylbenzo[ghi]fluoranthene 

isomer could also be a contributor, but at lower fractions than corannulene. We would like to 

recall that the PIE curve at m/z = 250 could be replicated by calibration curve of corannulene 

recorded within the same experimental setup.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

The high-temperature formation of corannulene (C20H10) defines a benchmark of sequential 

HACA-type bay closures on armchair edges of PAH molecules involving molecular mass growth 

processes from planar PAHs (fluoranthene (C16H10), benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10)) to a non-

planar PAH (corannulene (C20H10)) via 7-fluoranthenyl (C16H9
•) and benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl 

radicals (C18H9
•) (Scheme 2). In carbon rich circumstellar envelopes of Asymptotic Giant Branch 

stars and of planetary nebulae, the 7-fluoranthenyl (C16H9
•)–acetylene (C2H2) and 

benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-5-yl (C18H9
•)–acetylene (C2H2) reactions can be initiated through 

abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the 7- and 5-position of fluoranthene (C16H10) and 

benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10), respectively. The barriers for the hydrogen abstraction can be 

easily overcome in high temperature circumstellar environments at temperatures of a few 1,000 

K.6 Alternatively, the strong photon field of the central star might lead to homolytic carbon-

hydrogen bond rupture processes leading to 7-fluoranthenyl (C16H9
•) and benzo[ghi]fluoranthen-

5-yl (C18H9
•) from fluoranthene (C16H10) and benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10), respectively. In 

these high temperature environments, the fluoranthene molecule (C16H10) can be easily 

synthesized through the Phenyl-Addition-Cyclization (PAC) mechanism58 from 1-

phenylnaphthalene (C16H12), which in turn can be formed via the elementary reaction of the 

phenyl radical (C6H5
•) with naphthalene (C10H8) (Scheme 2).58 Note that naphthalene (C10H8) is 

accessible from the phenyl radical (C6H5
•) either via the HACA51 or HAVA pathway.55 In carbon 

rich circumstellar envelopes, this bottom-up synthesis eventually leads from a single ring 

aromatic (phenyl (C6H5
•)) through successive molecular mass growth processes (of the reaction 

intermediates) involving vinylacetylene (C4H4), acetylene (C2H2) to a prototype of a non-planar 

PAH — corannulene (C20H10) — though highly complementary reaction mechanisms (HACA, 

HAVA, PAC).

The complementary nature of the PAC, HAVA, and HACA mechanisms along with their 

critical role in the bottom-up synthesis of non-planar PAHs (corannulene (C20H10)) is highlighted 

in Schemes 1 and 2. The aromatic corannulene molecule consists of a five-membered ring fused 

with five benzene rings and is classified as a [5]circulene. This bowl-shaped geodesic polyarene 

represents the most fundamental, buckybowl-type molecular building blocks of fullerenes and 

also of carbon nanotubes. The aromaticity of corannulene can be best understood in terms of the 
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annulene-within-an-annulene model59 defining corannulene via a central 6π cyclopentadienyl 

anion surrounded by an aromatic 14 π annulenyl cation.60 Whereas the next higher member of 

the circulenes — [6]circulene or coronene (C24H12) — consists of a central hexagon fused with 

six benzene rings and represents a central PAH intermediate to 2-dimensional carbonaceous 

nanostructures detected as 80 nm graphitized carbon grains in carbonaceous meteorites like 

Murchison and Allende,61 the [5]circulene — corannulene — defines a central molecular frag-

ment of fullerenes (C60, C70) along with 3-dimensional carbonaceous nanostructures (carbon na-

notubes) proposed to exist in chondrites (Scheme 1). 

Previous high-temperature circumstellar reaction networks borrowed from sooty 

hydrocarbon flames have revealed limited efficiencies under conditions prevailing in 

circumstellar envelopes to synthesize fullerenes predominantly due to the lack of constrained and 

validated mechanisms leading to PAHs and fullerenes.58, 62 These high temperature reaction 

mechanisms in carbon rich circumstellar envelopes are similar — albeit under the exclusion of 

oxygen — to the bottom-up formation of PAHs probed in sooting combustion flames of, e.g., 

methane,63 acetylene,64 and benzene65 revealing the ubiquitous presence of aromatics like 

fluoranthene, benzo[ghi]fluoranthene, and corannulene along with fullerenes (C60,C70). The 

reaction pathways to corannulene revealed in the present study and the potential role of 

corannulene in the formation of fullerenes gain strong support from sophisticated examinations 

of carbonaceous chondrites. Along with 13C/12C isotopic analysis, fluoranthene (C16H10),66 

benzo[ghi]fluoranthene (C18H10),66, 67 corannulene (C20H10),67 buckminsterfullerene (C60),67-72 

and rugbyballene (C70)67, 68, 71, 72 have been detected in, e.g., Murchison, Allende, Orgueil, and 

Tagish Lake thus corroborating impending molecular mass growth processes from fluoranthene 

via benzo[ghi]fluoranthene to corannulene and conceivably to fullerenes. It is important to point 

out that once PAHs form in circumstellar envelopes of carbon rich stars and are injected into the 

interstellar medium, they can be destroyed by photons, shocks and galactic cosmic rays 

envisaging lifetimes of only about 108 years.73 However, the PAH abundance injected into the 

interstellar medium is in the order of 10% of the elemental carbon,74 whereas the concentrations 

of PAHs in meteorites are measured only in parts per million (ppm). These considerations reveal 

that the absolute amount of PAHs synthesized in circumstellar envelopes and incorporated in 

carbonaceous chondrites is small, but nevertheless measurable. Overall, our findings establish a 

rigorous framework of a bottom-up synthesis of corannulene (C20H10) and provide a molecular 
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tracer to allow astrochemists to establish a mechanistic understanding, verified both by experi-

ment and theory and able to explain the presence of PAHs and potentially fullerenes in deep 

space. These findings eventually transform the way how we think about the origin and evolution 

of carbonaceous matter in our galaxy.
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Scheme 1. Corannulene (C20H10, 1) as fundamental molecular building blocks of 
buckminsterfullerene (C60; 2) and rugbyballene (C70; 3) fullerenes; the corannulene moiety is hi-
ghlighted in black.
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Scheme 2. Schematic representation of the formation of corannulene from the phenyl radical. Upper sequence: the bottom-up 

formation of fluoranthene from the phenyl radical involving three key molecular mass processes via Hydrogen-Abstraction-aCetylene-

Addition (HACA) (red), Hydrogen-Abstraction-Vinylacetylene-Addition (HAVA) (blue), and Phenyl-Addition-Cyclization (PAC) 

(green) mechanisms. Lower sequence: the formation of benzo[ghi]fluoranthene and corannulene through the reaction of the 7-

fluoranthenyl radical (C16H9
•) with acetylene (C2H2) via HACA mechanism.
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Figure 1. Photoionization mass spectra recorded at a photoionization energy of 9.5 eV at a 

reactor temperature of 1450 ± 10 K. (a) 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene (C16H10Br2)–helium 

(He) system; (b) 1-(2,6-dibromophenyl)naphthalene (C16H10Br2)–acetylene (C2H2) system. The 

mass peaks of the newly formed species at m/z = 226, 227 and 250 are highlighted in red. The 

inset shows the expanded region around m/z = 250.
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Figure 2. Photoionization efficiency (PIE) curves for m/z = 202, 203, 226, 227 and 250. Black: 

experimentally derived PIE curves with the error area presented in gray; red: reference PIE 

curve. The overall error bars consist of two parts: ±10% based on the accuracy of the photodiode 

and a 1 σ error of the PIE curve averaged over the individual scans.
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Figure 3a. Potential energy surface (PES) for the reaction of the 7-fluoranthenyl radical (C16H9
•) 

with acetylene (C2H2) calculated at the G3(MP2,CC)//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. The 

relative energies are given in kJmol–1. Cartesian coordinates of reactants, intermediates, 

products, and transition states are provided in the Supplementary Note 3.
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Figure 3b. Potential energy surface (PES) for the reaction of the benzofluoranthen-5-yl (C18H9
•) 

with acetylene (C2H2) calculated at the G3(MP2,CC)//B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. The 
relative energies are given in kJmol–1. Cartesian coordinates of reactants, intermediates, 
products, and transition states are provided in the Supplementary Note 3.
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